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Motivation
As the size and complexity of software systems grows, the identification and proper management of interconnection dependencies among various pieces of a system has become responsible for an increasingly important part of the development effort. In today's large systems, the variety of encountered interconnection dependencies (such as communication, data translation, resource sharing, and synchronization dependencies) is very large, while the complexity of 0-8186-7940-9/97 $10.00 0 1997 IEEE protocols for managing them can be very high.
Dependencies among software components are especially important in component-based software development. In this case, the core functional elements of an application are implemented using off-the-shelf components. The focus of the design effort then lies in integrating these components by identifying and properly managing their interdependencies and mismatches. The practical difficulty of achieving widespread software reuse is a manifestation of the fact that component integration is not a trivial problem.
Nevertheless, most current programming languages and tools have so far failed to recognize component interconnection as a distinct design problem which should be separated from the specification and implementation of the underlying components.
The distinct nature and equal importance of components and dependencies is captured relatively well in high-level, architectural descriptions of systems. In such descriptions components are typically depicted using boxes and dependencies using arrows. However, at that level of description dependencies are usually informal artifacts and their exact translation into implementation-level concepts is not obvious.
As design moves closer to implementation, current design and programming tools increasingly focus on components, leaving the description of interdependencies among components implicit, and the implementation of protocols for managing them fragmented and distributed in various parts of the system. At the implementation level, software systems are sets of modules in one or more programming languages. Although modules come under a variety of names (procedures, packages, objects, clusters etc.), they are all essentially abstractions for components.
Most programming languages directly support a small set of primitive interconnection mechanisms, such as procedure calls, method invocations, shared variables, etc. Such mechanisms are not sufficient for managing more complex dependencies that are commonplace in today's software systems. Complex dependencies require the introduction of more complex managing protocols, typically comprising several lines of code. By failing to support separate abstractions for representing such complex protocols, current programming languages force programmers to distribute and embed them inside the interacting components [13] . Furthermore, the lack of means for representing dependencies and protocols for managing them has resulted in a corresponding lack of theories and systematic taxonomies of interconnection relationships and ways of managing them.
This expressive shortcoming of current languages and tools is directly connected to a number of practical problems in software design:
Discontinuity between architectural and implementation models. There is currently a gap between architectural representations of software systems (sets of activities explicitly connected through rich vocabularies of informal relationships) and implementation-level descriptions of the same systems (sets of modules implicitly connected through definesluses relationships).
Dificulties in application maintenance. By not providing abstractions for localizing information about dependencies, current languages force programmers to distribute managing protocols in a number of different places inside a program. Therefore, in order to understand a protocol, programmers have to look at many places in the program. Likewise, in order to replace a protocol, modifications must be made in many different modules.
Dificulties in component reuse. Components written in today's programming languages inevitably contain some fragments of coordination protocols from their original development environments. Such fragments act as (often undocumented) assumptions about the structure of the application where such components will be used. When attempting to reuse such a component in a new environment, such assumptions might not match the interdependency patterns of the target application. In order to ensure interoperability, the original assumptions then have to be identified, and subsequently replaced or bridged with the valid assumptions for the target application [7] . In many cases this requires extensive code modifications or the introduction of additional code around the component. In most cases, such modifications are designed and implemented in an ad hoc manner.
Based on the previous observations this paper claims that, if we are to achieve large-scale component-based software development, we need new methodologies and tools which treat the interconnection of software components into new applications as a distinct design problem, entitled to its own representations and design frameworks. Such methodologies will be based on theories of component interconnection that organize and systematize the existing knowledge in the field of component integration, as well as facilitate the creation of new knowledge in the field.
To this end, Section 2 of this paper proposes a framework for studying software component interconnection. The framework is based on software system representations that provide distinct abstractions for components and their interdependencies. Such representations allow the systematic classification of different kinds of dependencies and associated coordination protocols into design handbooks of component integration, similar to the well-established handbooks that assist design in more mature engineering disciplines. Section 3 briefly reports on SYNTHESIS, a component-based software development environment based on our framework. Section 4 discusses related work. Finally, Section 5 sums up our conclusions and presents some directions for future research.
A Framework for Studying Software

Component Interconnection
A Coordination Perspective for Representing Software Systems
One of the reasons behind the failure of today's programming languages and methodologies to recognize component interconnection as a distinct design problem is the lack of expressive means for representing interdependencies and their associated coordination protocols as distinct and separate entities from the interacting components. Therefore the first ingredient of our framework is a representation that achieves this distinction. The representation is based on the principles of coordination theory.
Coordination theory [12] is an emerging research area that focuses on the interdisciplinary study of coordination. One of the intended applications of coordination theory is the design and modeling of complex systems, ranging from computer systems to real-life organizations. Coordination theory views such systems as collections of interdependent processes performed by machine andfor human actors. Processes are sets of activities. Coordination theory defines coordination as the management of dependencies among activities. It makes a distinction between two orthogonal kinds of activities: Production (or core) activities. Activities directly related to the stated goals of a system. For example, the SQL engine of a database system would qualify as a production activity in that system. 0 Coordination activities. Activities which do not directly relate to the stated goals of a process, but are necessary in order to manage interdependencies among production activities. Algorithms that control concurrent access in multi-user databases would be considered coordination activities under this framework.
The above definitions suggest representations in which software systems are depicted as sets of interdependent software activities. At the specification level, activities represent the core functional elements of the system while dependencies represent their interconnection relationships and constraints. At the implementation level, activities are mapped to software components that provide the intended functionality, while dependencies are mapped to coordination protocols that manage them. Figure 1 depicts an example of a software system specification and implementation using such a representation.
A Design Handbook for Integrating Software Components
The existence of representations that treat dependencies and coordination processes as distinct entities enable the construction of taxonomies of software interconnection problems and solutions. This section presents the beginnings of such a taxonomy. The taxonomy contains the following elements: * a catalog of the most common kinds of interconnection dependencies encountered in software systems 0 for each kind of dependency, a catalog of sets of alternative coordination protocols for managing it Our taxonomy uses multi-dimensional design spaces to classify. both dependencies and coordination protocols. It begins by identifying a small number of generic dependencies. For each generic dependency, it defines a number of design dimensions that can be used to further specialize the relationship. These dimensions form a design space that contains different specializations of the given dependency. Each point in the design space defines a different specialized dependency type.
Furthermore, for each dependency, our taxonomy identifies a few generic coordination processes that manage it. It also defines a design space that contains several related specialized versions of these coordination protocols. The dimensions of the design space are the questions the designer will have to answer in order to select one of the available coordination processes for managing a given dependency.
Overview of the Dependencies Space
An important decision in making a taxonomy of software interconnection problems is the choice of the generic dependency types. If we are to treat software interconnection as an orthogonal problem to that of designing the core functional components of an application, dependencies among components should represent relationships which are also orthogonal to the functional domain of an application. Fortunately, this requirement is consistent with the nature of most interconnection problems: Whether our application is controlling inventory or driving a nuclear submarine, most problems related to connecting its components together are related to a relatively narrow set of concepts, such as resource flows, resource sharing, and timing dependencies. The design of associated coordination protocols involves a similarly narrow set of mechanisms such as shared events, invocation mechanisms, and communication protocols.
After making a survey of existing systems, and building on earlier results of coordination theory [ 1 1,121, we have based the taxonomy of dependencies presented in this paper on the assumption that component interdependencies are explicitly or implicitly related to patterns of resource production and usage. In other words, activities need to interconnect with other activities, either because they use resources produced by other activities, or because they share resources with other activities.
Based on this assumption, the most generic dependency families in our taxonomy include:
Flow dependencies. Flow dependencies represent relationships between producers and consumers of resources. They are specialized according to the kind of resource, the number of producers, the number of consumers, etc. Coordination protocols for managing flows decompose into protocols which ensure accessibility of the resource by the consumers, usability of the resource, as well as synchronization between producers and consumers.
Sharing dependencies. They encode relationships among consumers who use the same resource or producers who produce for the same consumers. Sharing dependencies are specialized according to the sharing properties of the resource in use (divisibility, consumability, concurrency). Coordination protocols for sharing dependencies ensure proper enforcement of the sharing properties, usually by dividing a resource among competing users, or by enforcing mutual exclusion protocols.
Timing dependencies. Timing dependencies express constraints on the relative flow of control among a set of activities. Examples include prerequisite dependencies and mutual exclusion dependencies. Timing dependencies are used to specify application-specific cooperation patterns among activities which share the same resources. They are also used in the decomposition of coordination protocols for flow and sharing dependencies.
It is not possible to complete describe the taxonomy in the limited space of this paper. Instead, the following sections will present a small subset of the taxonomy of flow dependencies, as well as an example of how it can be used to guide the design of software interconnection protocols. A full description of the taxonomy is contained in [3].
A Taxonomy of Flow Dependencies
Flow dependencies encode relationships among producers and consumers of resources. This section presents a generic model for classifying flow dependencies and a framework for designing coordination protocols for such dependencies. The framework is based on some results of coordination theory, extended and adapted for the field of software components.
Malone and Crowston [ 121 have observed that, whenever flows occur, one or more of the following subdependencies are present:
Usability. Users of a resource must be able to Accessibility. In order for a resource to be used by Prerequisite. A resource can only be used after it
In the following paragraphs we will introduce dependency and coordination process design spaces for each of the lower-level dependencies. The design space for generalized flow dependencies is defined by the product of the design spaces of the component dependencies.
effectively use the resource.
an activity, it must be accessible to that activity. has been produced.
Usability Dependencies. Usability dependencies state the fact that resource users should be able to properly use produced resources. This is a very general requirement that encompasses compatibility issues such as: data type compatibility format compatibility database schema compatibility device driver compatibility
The exact meaning and range of usability considerations varies with each kind of resource. One interesting observation resulting from this work is that, irrespective of the particular usability issue being managed, coordination alternatives for managing usability dependencies can be classified using the design dimensions listed in Table 1 . Table 3) many-many 
Design Dimension
Accessibility
Dependencies. Accessibility dependencies specify that a resource must be accessible to a user before it can be used. Since users are software activities, accessibility specifies more accurately that a resource must be accessible to the process that executes a user activity before it can be used. Important parameters in specifying accessibility dependencies are the number of producers, the number of users, and the resource kind.
There are two broad alternatives for making resources accessible to their users ( Table 2) :
Place producers and users "close together"
Transport resources from producers to users Depending on the type of resource being transferred, either or both alternatives might be needed. Placing producer and user activities "close" to one another generally decreases the cost of transporting the resource. Combinations of placing activities and transporting resources should be considered in situations where the cost of placing the activities is lower than the corresponding gain in the cost of transporting the resource.
Prerequisite
Dependencies. A fundamental requirement in every resource flow is that a resource must be produced before it can be used. This is captured by including a prerequisite dependency in the decomposition of every flow dependency.
Prerequisite dependencies can be further classified according to: the number of precedent activities the number of consequent activities the relationship (and/or) among the precedent activities: In And-prerequisites, all activities in the precedent set must occur before activities in the consequent set can begin execution. By contrast, in Or-prerequisites, occurrence of at least one activity in the precedent set satisfies the prerequisite requirement. Table 4 shows four generic processes for managing prerequisite dependencies. Each generic process can be further specialized according to a number of design dimensions specific to the process. For example, peer synchronization can be specialized according to the type of event used for synchronization. Before it begins execution, the consequent synchronously calls the precedent.
I
Both precedent and consequent are executed by independent threads of control and synchronize themselves using shared events.
A third party controls the invocation of both the precedent and the consequent Suppose we would like to connect two existing pieces of code: A C program providing a graphical interface that repeatedly asks the user for part numbers, and a Visual Basic program which queries a database and displays descriptions of the corresponding parts.
The c Program returns integer part numbers while the
Visual Basic program expects strings. Figure 2 shows the components and their interconnection relationship, in this case a simple data flow.
Designing Interconnection Protocols
This section will provide an example of how the framework can be used to guide the design of interconnection protocols among software components. Because only a small subset of the taxonomy is presented in this paper, the example will also by necessity be very simple. According to our framework, in order to interconnect the two components, we need to design a coordination protocol for the data flow dependency. Following our generic model for flows, this means that we have to design protocols for managing usability, accessibility, and prerequisite dependencies.
To manage usability, we elect that the producer will be responsible for making the data usable to the consumer (see Table 1 ). In this example, this will require the addition of code at the C component for converting data from integers to strings. ...
Wait sema
Read-Mem loc, n s = CStr(n) Display-Part s ... To manage accessibility we first preclude the possibility of integrating the two components in the same executable, because they are written in different languages. We therefore have to transport the data from producer to consumer. Our framework provides a set of possibilities for doing this:
One possibility would be to use an RPC protocol to transmit the data from producer to consumer. DDE (Dynamic Date Exchange) is one such protocol supported by Microsoft Windows. The advantage of such a protocol is that it explicitly passes control from producer to consumer, thus managing the prerequisite dependency as well. The resulting protocol is depicted in Figure 3 . In this protocol, the C component acts as a client, while the Visual Basic component is wrapped inside a handler for a DDE call and acts as a server.
Another possibility would be to use a shared memory location or a shared file, whose filename is fixed in advance and known to both parties. This solution would require us to address the prerequisite relationship separately: Make sure that the Visual Basic program only reads the next part number after it has been written by the C program. We select a peer synchronization mechanism specialized to use semaphores as the synchronization event. Finally, as shared memory locations are best for storing numbers, conversion from integers to strings is done at the consumer side. Our choices result in the protocol depicted in Figure 4 . Notice that, in this protocol, the two components are eventually wrapped in two executables which run independently and synchronize implicitly'.
In conclusion, our framework can not only guide the design of interconnection protocols in a systematic way, but also point out the range of alternatives available to the designer at each step.
The SYNTHESIS Application Development Environment
Overview
The coordination perspective on software design introduced in the previous section has been reduced to practice by building SYNTHESIS, an application development environment based on its principles. SYNTHESIS is particularly well suited for component-' The protocol for managing prerequisite dependencies shown in Figure 3 allows more than one part numbers to be generated before one of them is displayed. In this application such behavior would most likely not be acceptable. Reference [3] contains a taxonomy of different variations of prerequisite dependencies and corresponding coordination protocols that would give a fully satisfactory solution to this problem. based software development. This section is devoted to a very brief description of the SYNTHESIS system. A detailed description can be found in [3] .
SYNTHESIS consists of three elements:
SYNOPSIS, a software architecture description language an on-line design handbook of dependencies and associated coordination protocols a design assistant which generates executable applications by successive specializations of their SYNOPSIS description SYNOPSIS: An Architecture Description Language. SYNOPSIS supports graphical descriptions of software application architectures at both the specification and the implementation level. The language provides separate language entities for representing software activities and dependencies, It also supports the mechanism of entity specialization. Specialization allows new entities (activities and dependencies) to be defined as variations of other existing entities. Specialized entities inherit the decomposition and attributes of their parents and can differentiate themselves by modifying any of those elements. Specialization enables the incremental generation of new designs from existing ones, as well as the organization of related designs in concise hierarchies. Finally, it enables the representation of reusable software architectures at various levels of abstraction (from very generic to very specific).
A Design Handbook of Software Interconnection. A prototype version of a handbook of common software interdependencies and coordination protocols has been developed. The handbook is an on-line version of our taxonomy of dependencies and coordination processes. The design spaces of our framework have been implemented by hierarchies of increasingly specialized SYNOPSIS entities. For example, Figure 5 shows a partial hierarchy of increasingly specialized processes for managing prerequisite dependencies. Each process contained in the handbook contains attributes that enable the system to automatically determine whether it is a compatible candidate for managing a dependency between a given set of components.
A Design Process for Generating Executable
Applications. SYNTHESIS supports a process for generating executable systems by successive specialization of their SYNOPSIS descriptions. The process automates the reasoning we used in Section 2.2.3 to design a coordination protocol for the flow dependency and integrate our two components into a complete system. It can be summarized as follows:
Users describe their application using SYNOPSIS, as a pattern of activities connected through dependencies. The design assistant of SYNTHESIS scans the application description and iteratively does the following for each application element which is still not specific enough for code generation to take place (e.g. a dependency for which no coordination protocol has been specified); It searches the on-line design handbook for compatible specializations. It selects one of the compatible specializations found, either automatically, or by asking the user. If no compatible specialization can be found, it asks the user to provide one. It replaces the generic application element with the selected specialization (e.g. it replaces the above dependency with a compatible coordination protocol for managing it) and recursively applies the same process to all elements in the decomposition of this element. After all application elements have been replaced by implementable specializations, the design assistant integrates them into a set of modules in one or more languages and generates an executable application out of the collection.
The above design process minimizes the manual effort required to integrate software components into new systems. Users only need to participate in the specialization process by making the final selection when more than one compatible specializations have been found. In the rare cases when no compatible speciali.zation can be found, users need to provide the code for such a specialization. Specializations thus provided become a permanent part of the repository.
Using Synthesis to Facilitate ComponentBased Software Development
We have tested the capabilities of SYNTHESIS by using it to build a set of applications by integrating independently written pieces of software, Each experiment consisted in: describing a test application as a SYNOPSIS diagram of activities and dependencies selecting a set of pre-existing components exhibiting various mismatches to implement activities using the design process outlined above to semiautomatically manage dependencies and integrate the selected components into an executable system exploring alternative executable implementations based on the same set of components
The results of our experiments were very encouraging. Overall, we used SYNTHESIS to build 4 test applications. Each application was integrated in at least two different ways. For example, for one application we built one implementation where components were organized around client/server interactions, and a second where the same components were organized around peer-to-peer interactions. This resulted in a total of 14 different implementations. SYNTHESIS was able to build all 14 implementations, typically generating between 30-200 lines of additional glue code in each case in order to manage interdependencies and integrate the components. In only 2 cases, users had to manually write 16 lines of code (each time), to implement two data conversion routines that were missing from the design handbook. Reference [3] contains a detailed dcscription of our experimcnts.
Related Work
The Process Handbook Project
The work reported in this paper grew out of the Process Handbook project at MIT's Center for Coordination Science [4, 111. The Process Handbook project applies the ideas of coordination theory to the representation and design of business processes. The goal of the Process Handbook project is to provide a firmer theoretical and empirical foundation for such tasks as enterprise modeling, enterprise integration, and process re-engineering. The project includes (1) collecting examples of how different organizations perform similar processes, and (2) representing these examples in an on-line "Process Handbook" which includes the relative advantages of the alternatives. SYNOPSIS has borrowed the ideas of separating activities from dependencies and the notion of entity specialization from the Process Handbook. It is especially concerned with (1) refining the process representation so that it can describe software applications at a level precise enough for code generation to take place, and (2) populating repositories of dependencies and coordination protocols for the specialized domain of software systems.
Architecture Description Languages
Architecture Description Languages (ADLs) provide support for representing the high-level structure of software systems in terms of their components and their interconnections [9, 141. They are an evolution of Module Interconnection Languages (MIL), first proposed in the '70s [5] . Most ADLs provide separate abstractions for representing components and their interconnections. SYNOPSIS shares many of the goals and principles of ADLs. However, whereas previously proposed architectural languages only provide support for implementation-level connector abstractions (such as a pipe, or a cliendserver protocol), SYNOPSIS is the first language which also supports specification-level abstractions for encoding interconnection relationships (dependencies). Furthermore, apart from introducing a new architectural language, this work proposes a more general perspective on designing systems which also includes the development of design handbooks for activities and dependencies as well as a design process for generating executable systems by successive specializations of their architectural descriptions. The project that comes closest to our work is UniCon [15] .
CASE Tools and Software Design Assistants
A number of research tools attempt to facilitate the design and development of software systems by providing graphical, architectural views of systems and automated assistants which guide users through the design process. STILE [ 161 provides good support for graphical component-based design, but does not provide particular support for distribution or for managing component mismatches. The Software Architect's Assistant [ 101 is a visual environment for constructing distributed applications. Aesop [6] exploits the notion of architectural style to assist users in constraining their design alternatives and verifying the correctness of their designs.
Broadly speaking, SYNTHESIS also provides a graphical architecture description language and a design assistant for generating executable applications. However, the specific models (activities, dependencies, and coordination processes), relationships (decomposition, specialization) and design operations (replace dependencies with compatible coordination processes) supported by SYNTHESIS are different from the above systems and specifically geared to facilitate the integration of heterogeneous, multilanguage, and possibly incompatible software components. It will be interesting to see how good ideas from various software design assistants can be constructively combined.
Component Frameworks
Component frameworks such as OLE, CORBA, OpenDoc, etc. [ 11 and our coordination perspective were both motivated by the complexity of managing component interdependencies. However, the two approaches represent very different philosophies. Component frameworks enable the interoperation of independently developed components by limiting the kinds of allowed relationships and by providing a standardized infrastructure for managing them. Only components explicitly written for a framework can interoperate with one another.
Our coordination perspective, in contrast, is based on the belief that the identification and management of software dependencies should be elevated to a design problem in its own right. Therefore, dependencies should not only be explicitly represented as distinct entities, but furthermore, when deciding on a managing protocol, the full range of possibilities should be considered with the help of design handbooks. Components in SYNOPSIS architectures need not adhere to any standard and can have arbitrary interfaces. Provided that the right coordination protocol exists in its repository, SYNTHESIS will be able to interconnect them. Furthermore, SYNTHESIS is able to suggest several alternative ways of managing an interconnection relationship and thus possibly generate more efficient implementations. Finally, open interconnection protocols defined in specific component frameworks can be incorporated into SYNTHESIS repositories as one, out of many, alternative ways of managing the underlying dependency relationships.
Conclusions and Future Directions
This work was motivated by the increasing variety and complexity of interdependencies among components of large software systems. It has observed that most current programming languages and tools do not provide adequate support for identifying and representing such dependencies, while the knowledge of managing them has not yet been systematically codified.
The initial results of this research provide positive evidence for supporting the claim that software interconnection can usefully be treated as a design problem in its own right, orthogonal to the specification and implementation of the core functional pieces of an application. More specifically, software interconnection relationships and coordination protocols for managing them can be usefully represented as independent entities, separate from the interdependent components. Furthermore, they can be systematically organized in a design handbook. Such a handbook can assist, or even automate the process of integrating a set of independently developed components into a new application.
Our experience with SYNTHESIS, a prototype application development environment based on these principles has demonstrated both the feasibility and the practical usefulness of this approach. Nevertheless, we view the work reported in this paper as only the beginning of an ongoing effort to develop better methodologies and tools for supporting componentbased software development. Some areas we plan td address in the immediate future include: Classify composite dependency patterns. Our current taxonomy includes relatively low-level dependency types, such as flows and prerequisites. In a sense, our taxonomy defines a vocabulary of software interconnection relationships. A particularly promising path of research seems to be the classification of more complex dependency types as patterns of more elementary dependencies.
Develop coordination process design rules. It will be interesting to develop design rules that help automate the selection step by ranking candidate processes according to various evaluation criteria such as their response time, their reliability, and their overall fit with the rest of the application. For example, when managing a data flow dependency, one possible design heuristic would be to use direct transfer of control (e.g. remote procedure calls) when the size of the data that flows is small, and to use a separate carrier resource, such as a file, when the size of the data is large.
Develop guidelines for better reusable components. The idea of separating the design of component functionality from the design of interconnection protocols has interesting implications about the way reusable components should be designed in the future. At best, components should contain minimal assumptions about their interconnection patterns with other components embedded in them. More research is needed to translate this abstract requirement to concrete design guidelines.
